MUS 103A - Seminar in Composition

instructed by Anthony Davis

Conrad Prebys Music Center, Recital Hall
December 11, 2019 at 3:00 p.m.

Program

Jackie Guy
I Already Counted Your Chickens
Savanna Dunaway, violin
Henry Helmut, cello
Matthew LeVeque, vibraphone

Korey Ross
Lighthouse
Jackie Guy, violin
Korey Ross, acoustic guitar
Daniel Mendoza II, piano

Daniel Mendoza
Six
Tyler Koh, piano

Diego Rodriguez
The Palindrome Rotation
Emmitt T. Carroll, alto saxophone
Adrian Martinez, vibraphone
Korey Ross, electric guitar
Diego Rodriguez, electric bass

Will Fan
Dreaming
Will Fan, clarinet
Jason Huang, piano

Emmitt Carroll
Overwhelmed
Emmitt Carroll, alto saxophone
Katherine Wilkes, piano
Adrian Martinez, drums

Irene Sha
House by the Foot of the Hill
Irene Sha, piano

Braden Rigling
Solitude
Jackie Guy, violin
Braden Rigling, marimba

Katherine Wilkes
Skipping
Katherine Wilkes, piano
Diego Rodriguez, electric guitar

Kaolyn Hong
Scherzo
Christine Lee, viola
Melissa Heredia, contrabass
Jason Huang, piano

Adrian Martinez
Figment of My Heart
Emmitt Carroll, alto saxophone
Adrian Martinez, piano
Korey Ross, guitar
Diego Rodriguez, bass
Braden Rigling, drums